The Blossoming Universe Of Violet Diamond
Synopsis
Coretta Scott King Honor winner Brenda Woodsâ™ moving, uplifting story of a girl finally meeting the African American side of her family explores racism and how it feels to be biracial, and celebrates families of all kinds. Violet is biracial, but she lives with her white mother and sister, attends a mostly white school in a white town, and sometimes feels like a brown leaf on a pile of snow. Now that sheâ€™s eleven, she feels itâ€™s time to learn about her African American heritage, so she seeks out her paternal grandmother. When Violet is invited to spend two weeks with her new Bibi (Swahili for "grandmother") and learns about her lost heritage, her confidence in herself grows and she discovers sheâ€™s not a shrinking Violet after all. From a Coretta Scott King Honor-winning author, this is a powerful story about a young girl finding her place in the world.
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Customer Reviews
Violet Diamond is an eleven year old biracial girl who has many questions. Her mom is white, and her dad, who died before she was born, was black. She attends a mostly white school where she sometimes feels like a brown leaf on a pile of snow. Sheâ€™s tired of people asking if sheâ€™s adopted. As she is surfing the internet, she discovers that her grandmother is an artist and
asks to go visit her art exhibit. Yet, it is not the reaction she expected. Can Violet bond with this other side of the family, Will forgiveness and healing happen between her mother and Grandmother. Well, if you are not hooked by this tease then I challenge you to pick up a copy of this modern young adult novel. Brenda Woods'™ emotional, inspiring story of a girl connecting with the African American side of her family explores racism and how it feels to be biracial, and devolving her own sense of self. I found the book fast paced and very easy to capture my attention. It is appropriate for children age 8 to 14. I found Wood's™ novel to be well-written, with charming and relatable characters. However, Wood does present a bit of a simplified picture of the biracial/racism issues. Racism is a complicated topic to express with a range of strong opinions within our society due to past history and current media. But, with that being said, I don't™t believe that it is realistic for a middle grade novel to present all of these issues in an in-depth way. The Blossoming Universe of Violet Diamond by Brenda Woods would be a good starting point for a school or family discussion on racism as a way to create solutions for acceptance and kindness. My favorite quote from the novel is, â€œSometimes people make a mistake for so long that it starts to feel like it's not a mistake at all.
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